USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10206.07

Host Adm_Hawke says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
CIV_Taal says:
@::on guard in conference room::
Host Adm_Hawke says:
ACTION: THE BOARD OF INQUIRY FOR CAPT. TUCKER CONTINUES AT STARBASE 12
XO_Eden says:
::In command on the bridge of the Geneva while the Board of Inquiry continues::
CSO_Shras says:
@:: sitting in the room attending the board of inquiry ::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::In his office going over the last of his paper work::
Host CO_Tucker says:
@ ::Sitting beside his DA in the Conference Room::
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge says:
@::waits for the CNS to take the stand::
TO_Usimov says:
::sitting in quarters sipping tea::
CMO_Tunik says:
@::sits besides the Counselor, uncertain when he will speak::
EO_Chapu says:
:: walks through the corridor to Main Engineering::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*TO_Usimov*: Can you come to my office please.
Host Capt_Lafinstahk says:
@::quietly sitting at the defense table with a blank PADD::
OPS_Cailand says:
::stands in the TL, composing herself before stepping onto the bridge::
Host Adm_Hawke says:
@All: Shall we continue? Counselors, call your witnesses
Host Admiral_Silek says:
@:: looks down at the accused and waits for the prosecutor to proceed::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Sitting in the back of hearing room::
TO_Usimov says:
*CTO_Asmodeius*: Yes sir, I will be right there.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Walks on the airlock of SB 12 and onto the USS Geneva::
TO_Usimov says:
::dumping tea out and getting ready to go to CTO's Office::
FCO_Fa says:
::at helm, doing last minute diagnostics, and clean up, as there's a few bugs to work out::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Checks over the coming week's shift schedule::
EO_Chapu says:
:: straightens his tunic as the TL opens and he walks through ENG's entrance way ::
TO_Usimov says:
::leaving quarters::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Walk onto the Geneva and into a TL:: TL: Main bridge, please!
TO_Usimov says:
::walking down hall to TL::
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises her chin and steps out onto the bridge of the Geneva, moving to her console quietly and relieving the person on duty::
FCO_Fa says:
::tries not to think of the time she wasted on Risa, and the horrible time she had there, and hopes they'll never take a vacation there again.::
EO_Chapu says:
Engineers:  Alright, I'm here and I'm ready to help.  What's the status of all diagnostics?
XO_Eden says:
::Leans back in the chair and goes over departmental reports::
FCO_Fa says:
::would prefer to spend a week in the badlands over 5 minutes in Risa::
FCO_Fa says:
::scrubs the control harder with slight anger::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Begins to think on how to proceed with the up coming talk with Katerina::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CMO: This is crazy. What are they doing?
CMO_Tunik says:
@ CNS: Wasting valuable time.
CNS_Bauer says:
@CMO: BINGO!
TO_Usimov says:
::entering TL and moving rather slowly wondering what Wolfgar is up to::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Exits the TL, and walks into the command section of the bridge. Sees his new XO:: XO: Hello ma'am! Lieutenant Commander Timothy Stricker reporting for duty!
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises her head to spot the FCO, noticing a slight anger pattern to her scrubbing.... she lowers her head to her console again, sitting back into the chair.... her thoughts are on Joanie::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Just hopes that Katerina doesn't take the talk the wrong way for he really likes her::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Is engaged in conversation with CMO::
Capt_Lafinstahk says:
@ ::twiddles thumbs waiting for the prosecution to begin::
EO_Chapu says:
:: A couple of Engineers come in close to Chapu' to report; several of them report that they have not completed their diagnostics ::
Lelani says:
@::Sitting at her bench with the CO waiting to interrogate::
TO_Usimov says:
::exiting the TL, hoping this isn't the big brush off talk::
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@::picks up a PADD and waits for the CNS::
FCO_Fa says:
::Takes a deep breath and turns around in her seat to see a new dude on the bridge::
CMO_Tunik says:
@::looks around to see if someone heard the Counselor's statement:: CNS: I did finish the medical inventory list before I came, however, I wonder if someone is monitoring the medical equipment being stored.
XO_Eden says:
::Stands and smiles at the fellow in the gold uniform:: CEO: Commander Alyson Eden.   Nice to meet you Commander Stricker.  ::Extends her hand::
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@All: Mr. Bauer to the stand please!!!!
CNS_Bauer says:
@CMO: Am I supposed to go up there now? Are they sure this time?
Host Adm_Hawke says:
@::listens intensely::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Shakes her hand and grins:: XO: Hello ma'am. I’m glad to be aboard. I read the Intel report from SB12. I hope I haven't joined this fine ship at a rough time?
FCO_Fa says:
::puts her cleaning cloth under the console, where she keeps them, and stands::  CEO: Lt. Sticker, Lt. Fa as your helmswoman.
TO_Usimov says:
::standing outside Wolfgar's office thinking::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ CNS: You're up sparky.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Places a "Do Not Disturb" message in the computer unless it was an emergency message::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Takes the stand before the mean lady yells at me again::
Admiral_Silek says:
@ ::looks to CNS Bauer and waits for the questioning to begin::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Nerves are shot::
CEO_Stricker says:
FCO: Pleasure to meet you Lieutenant. I was once a FCO myself on four ships before. ::Extends hand::
TO_Usimov says:
::knocking on the CTO's office door::
XO_Eden says:
CEO: Actually, I'm sorry to say that you have.  Captain Tucker and half of the senior staff are at the Board of Inquiry on Deck 5 of the Starbase.
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@CNS: Counselor you are assigned to the Geneva?
CIV_Taal says:
@::standing on guard::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Come in.
CNS_Bauer says:
@Cmdr: Yes
FCO_Fa says:
::looks impressed and shakes the CEO's hand:: CEO: Really.  Then you must show me a few tricks.  I've only been at two other postings, before the Geneva.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: Yes, sir
OPS_Cailand says:
::presses random buttons on the console, attempting to look busy.... hmm...::
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@CNS: How long have you served with Captain Tucker?
CEO_Stricker says:
XO: I once met the Captain at a lecture a few years ago in Toronto. He was a very kind man. I’m sure he is innocent of all charges ma'am.
TO_Usimov says:
::entering Wolfgar's office::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Please sit down.
Host CO_Tucker says:
@:: Stares around the room blankly::
EO_Chapu says:
Engineers:  OK, here's the plan.  Those who are not finished with their diagnostics, continue on them.  Those who are; get cracking on repairs.  Otherwise, continue on your previously assigned orders.
CNS_Bauer says:
@JUDGE: About 6 months
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: Yes sir, thank you sir.
XO_Eden says:
CEO: I'm sure too, and I hope things go well for him with the JAG officers.
TO_Usimov says:
::thinking, oh great this is it::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Mel should learn to smile::
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@CNS: Describe his character for the board please.
CEO_Stricker says:
FCO: I was the FCO of the Pendragon, Kootenai Station and the Elara before this ship and I will for sure show you some trick I learned over the year. How about during a drink at the bar?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Since our shore leave on Risa I have been doing a lot of thinking. I have come to the decision that I have feelings for you that I have not had since the Dominion wars.
EO_Chapu says:
:: The Engineers turn and go back to their posts, doing their orders ::
CNS_Bauer says:
@JUDGE: You mean the Captain's character?
CEO_Stricker says:
XO: I am sure it shall Commander. Now, may I ask a question ma'am?
TO_Usimov says:
::lets out sigh of relief::
XO_Eden says:
CEO: Of course.
Capt_Lafinstahk says:
@::begins tapping notes on PADD::
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@CNS: Yes counselor, please describe Captain Tucker's character for the board.
Admiral_Silek says:
@::folds hands and listens to the CNS::
Host CO_Tucker says:
@:: Looks up at the CNS::
CNS_Bauer says:
@JUDGE I'm not sure of it's relevance in this hearing as the Captain wasn't in character at the time of the troubles.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: I also have feelings for you, sir.
CEO_Stricker says:
XO: I am wondering where my quarters are on this ship Commander as well as if I am needed in main Engineering for duty ma'am?
XO_Eden says:
::Feels quite short compared to the CEO::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Very strong feelings, but with it coming so soon after the deal with the Captain, I was not certain if it was induced or natural. Now after doing some serious thinking I believe it is natural.
FCO_Fa says:
CEO: Oh.. I don’t' drink... synthehol or otherwise.  We can talk later.. ::takes her seat and finishes her flight diagnostics::
CNS_Bauer says:
@JUDGE: But the Captain is fair, brave, kind, funny and a natural leader
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@::frowns:: CNS: The board will decide what is relevant. Just answer the question.
CSO_Shras says:
:: wonders if he will be called to the stand to testify of the events on the bridge, wonders if he could stand testifying against the captain ::
EO_Chapu says:
:: goes to the center console and starts checking the reports ::
XO_Eden says:
CEO: Lieutenant Cailand, our Operations Manager will assign you your quarters.  ::Looks to OPS::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: But I too know you feel that same and it is just as strong as my feelings. So please don't take this the wrong way for I am just covering all the bases.
CEO_Stricker says:
FCO: I am sorry Lieutenant. I did not mean to seem arrogant; but I can show you a whole world about flying you can only gain from three year driving ship for Starfleet.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Gives her a look :: JUDGE: Of course, forgive me for speaking out of turn
OPS_Cailand says:
::hears her name and slowly raises her eyes, then head, blinking blankly at the XO::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: I understand, what would I take the wrong way?
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@CNS: So did something in the Captain's character change recently?
CNS_Bauer says:
@JUDGE: Yes
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: But I think we both need to have the doc check us both out to be sure that it is natural and not induced. For I made a promise not to fail my Captain again. For I have failed him twice to my way of thinking.
XO_Eden says:
CEO: Engineering shouldn't be all that busy, but you could take time out to meet your staff.  Lt. Chapu' has been taking care of ME in the absence of a Chief.
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@CNS: Was he under a great deal of pressure?
FCO_Fa says:
CEO: I will be happy to know anything you can teach me... ::Swivels her chair around and grins:: Welcome aboard.
CEO_Stricker says:
XO: Excellent Commander. I was reading the service record of my staff. They are all very impressive from my Lieutenant right down to the Enlisted Personnel ma'am.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: I agree with you totally, I also want to serve the Geneva to the best of my ability and don't want anything to change that.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: I also want to let you know that I also made an appointment to discuss this matter with the ships councilor to see if there is a way out of the dilemma that I see.
EO_Chapu says:
:: Slowly reviews each PADD, inspecting all the parts of the reports ::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: I do not think that you could or would fail your Captain.
CEO_Stricker says:
FCO: Absolutely Lieutenant, when duty is over we shall talk for sure.
CNS_Bauer says:
@JUDGE: When a psychotic woman induced a poison in his system, he was out of his normal behavior. Way different.  So much so that as a professional I can say that Captain Tuckers personality or character where any where around.
CIV_Taal says:
@::listening to events taking place::
XO_Eden says:
CEO: That they are.  They've worked miracles on this ship.  ::Drops the PADD in her hand onto the chair::
OPS_Cailand says:
::looks back down at her console, recalling the XO and CEO's conversation to find out what she's supposed to do.... ah yes.. quarters.... hmm.....::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: Yes, I do understand your wanting to see the counselor.
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@CNS: Please refrain from expressing your personal opinion.
Capt_Lafinstahk says:
@ ::passes a PADD of notes to Lelani::
Host CO_Tucker says:
@:: Remembering what happened, he is pained::
CEO_Stricker says:
XO: They shall be a grand experience for me. I am sorry I didn't get my quarter's number ma'am.
CSO_Shras says:
@:: looks around at the attendees and the board members ::
Host Cmdr_Hangman says:
@::listens to the goings on::
Lelani says:
@::Takes the PADD and reads over it::
Capt_Lafinstahk says:
@ ::steps up:: Objection. The witness has stated it's the professional opinion.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: I know you are a fine officer. I have, for I have failed to save the life of his XO when she was in my care and she died because of my failure. Then this current episode the Captain is going through would not be happening if I was well and not ill when he fell ill.
FCO_Fa says:
::nods at him and turns around in her seat again and puts her diagnostic equipment away::
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@CNS: Was this change in his behavior reported to anyone?
XO_Eden says:
CEO: Operations will take care of your quarters, and the transfer of your things from the Starbase.
CNS_Bauer says:
@JUDGE: No more pressure than usual he always handled it with style. ::Thinks she needs a good..... Never mind::
OPS_Cailand says:
::downloads the appropriate information into a PADD for the...CEO, and barely avoids an audible sigh::
Capt_Lafinstahk says:
@ ::slides back into his chair::
Admiral_Silek says:
@ ::thinks the CNS looks uncomfortable::
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@CNS: Did you speak to the Captain about his sudden change?
CNS_Bauer says:
@JUDGE: The change didn't need to be reported we all knew about it pretty quick.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: Everyone makes mistakes, and you were ill so there was no way you could possibly have known that something would happen.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: To show you how serious I am about our relationship and to show you that I do believe it to be natural I will tell you something that no one knows about.
CEO_Stricker says:
XO: How wonderful Commander. I shall get my quarters and then go to meet my staff. If you wish and if you'd like you may warn the EO I'm coming down. I’m not sure if that is procedure if it is not then I shall ma'am
Lelani says:
@::Makes a few comments and hands the PADD back to Capt. L::
CNS_Bauer says:
@JUDGE: There was no time
EO_Chapu says:
:: As he sees faults, irregularities, etc., he turns to the center console's screen to double check the problem ::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: You do not have to do that.  I do think I know how serious you are; after all I feel the same way.
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@CNS: A normally outgoing, brave and friendly Commanding officer suddenly changes in demeanor and no one thought to ask about it?
XO_Eden says:
CEO: I'll let him know... and Welcome Aboard Commander.
Admiral_Silek says:
@ ::notes on PADD the dereliction of duty by the CNS::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: True but it doesn't excuse me from the fact that the commander died while I was assigned as security to the AT.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov:: I know but it is a way for me to let the past go too.
CEO_Stricker says:
XO: Thank you very much Commander, and all the best to us on this meaningful journey! ::turn away to the OPS:: OPS: Lieutenant, do you have my quarter’s number?
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@CNS: That is all Counselor. Lelani, you may cross-examine.
CNS_Bauer says:
@JUDGE: Lady with all due respect.... did you know about the poisoning?
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: If you would like to talk about it, I am willing to listen.
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@CNS: I said that is all.
Capt_Lafinstahk says:
@ ::reading the PADD as his colleague steps up::
FCO_Fa says:
::puts her equipment in her toolbox and snaps it shut and then stands up::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Thinks.... whacker::
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises her head, shaking a strand of loose hair from her face and hands over a PADD, her voice.. Vulcanish...:: CEO: Here are your quarters and times your equipment will arrive from the SB.... do you wish me to escort you to your quarters?
Host Adm_Hawke says:
@::continues writing several notes on the proceedings::
CEO_Stricker says:
OPS: I would enjoy that Lieutenant. Thank you very much.
EO_Chapu says:
:: Sees that about five (5) reports were compiled several hours ago and the repairs that would of should be done by now haven't ::
Lelani says:
@::Stands up::
Host Cmdr_Hangman says:
@::listens to the testimony, taking it all in::
FCO_Fa says:
::walks over to science station and proceeds with another diagnostic at the science console::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Thinks Should I go sit down.... looks at CMO for clue::
OPS_Cailand says:
::takes a deep breath and slowly moves to a standing position, waving over someone to cover her console. She then leads the way to the TL, pausing for the CEO::
Lelani says:
@::Faces the CNS:: CNS: You testified that the CO was totally out of character at the time of this incident.
Host CO_Tucker says:
@:: Continues watching the CNS testify, noting his loyalty::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Follows the OPS into the TL::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::notices the CNS' glance::
EO_Chapu says:
:: Walks up to the first one, Gerald Tolar ::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: letting the past go is a good thing, take all the time you need to get your thoughts straight.
XO_Eden says:
::Sits down in the command chair, removing the PADD on it, as the CEO exits::
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@:;prepares to call her next witness when Lelani is through with Bauer::
CSO_Shras says:
@:: ask a clerk to pass a note to the captain's attorney about the fact that the CNS was not on the bridge and that he could not have warned the captain about his change of behavior ::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Before the Dominion wars I was betrothed to another. It was arranged by my family so I didn't have much say in it. But we grew up together and I did love her so had no problems with it. Her name was Sonja and she was as gorgeous as you are. Then the war came she died in the first attack on Betazed.
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::takes out a PADD and notes some of the points made in this... Inquiry::
EO_Chapu says:
Tolar: Tolar, how are the repairs coming along? Everything going good?
CIV_Taal says:
@::watches questioning::
FCO_Fa says:
::runs a blinky light tool over the console and takes a look at the readings::
Lelani says:
@CNS: Would you go as far to say that the Captain was not acting as if he was aware of his actions?
XO_Eden says:
*EO*: Eden to Lt. Chapu'.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Because of that I had to take a month of sick time off to get a hold of my emotions again and had to go threw therapy too.
Host Adm_Hawke says:
@::checks time and begins to wonder how much more they really need to listen to today::
CEO_Stricker says:
OPS: I appreciate this Lieutenant. I have never been on an intrepid class ship before; nor ever been a CEO. ::Follows the OPS out of the TL::
OPS_Cailand says:
::directs the TL to the appropriate deck and stands, staring straight ahead::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: I am so sorry to hear that.  I can understand why you would need time to yourself.
EO_Chapu says:
*XO*:  Chapu' here.  Go ahead, Commander.
OPS_Cailand says:
::glances over at him:: CEO: There is a deck-by-deck layout in the PADD as well.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: So you see if I seem a little cautious then you know why.
CNS_Bauer says:
@Lelani: He definitely was not aware of his action, where he was or who his crew was.  When I first saw him in our brig.
Capt_Lafinstahk says:
@<Clerk>  ::shuffles note to Lafinstahk::
XO_Eden says:
*EO*: Our new CEO, Commander Stricker will be there to meet you and the Engineering staff in a moment.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: I thought I would never feel that way again till I meet you.
Host Cmdr_Hangman says:
@::hmm ... wonders how a Captain forgets who his crew is::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: I can definitely understand your caution.  I am also a little nervous since you are my superior officer.  I am afraid they will have us put a stop to anything.
FCO_Fa says:
::nods, happy with the readings and closes her diagnostic tools, and move over to the OPS system.::
CEO_Stricker says:
OPS: Thank you for the PADD Lieutenant.
EO_Chapu says:
*XO*:  Understood.
TO_Usimov says:
::wondering why she was so afraid this was the big let down::
Lelani says:
@::faces "audience":: ALL: From this testimony, we know that there was quite obviously something wrong with the Captain during this time. In fact, the Captain was not really the Captain at all during this time.
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@::stands:: All: Objection! The CNS was not with the Captain when the alleged incidents took place so he had no knowledge of the Captain's state of mind.
FCO_Fa says:
::runs a quick diagnostic over that, and moves over to the engineering console and turns it on::
EO_Chapu says:
<Tolar> EO: Lt. Chapu', everything's good.  I have been working on the dilithium re-organizer and its couplings for a while.  Reason being. . . some of the couplings have not been working correctly with each other.
OPS_Cailand says:
::reaches a corridor and makes a sharp right:: CEO: It was no trouble. If you need anything, I shall attempt to accommodate you. ::can't help her voice sounding hazed and a little bored::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: True and that is why I am seeing the counselor to see if there is something I might have missed. If not and this does prove too medically to be natural, I am prepared to move to another department.
Admiral_Silek says:
@ ::shakes head at the CNS comment::
CNS_Bauer says:
@ALL: I can only tell you how the toxin in his system made him behave.  He was delusional, was hallucinating, confused, afraid and in a state of psychosomatic shock
Host Adm_Hawke says:
ACTION: THE LEAD ADMIRAL INTERRUPTS THE PROCEDINGS
CEO_Stricker says:
OPS: Thank you very much Lieutenant I will be sure to ask if Operations can help me with anything.
Lelani says:
@::Stops::
Host Adm_Hawke says:
@All: Ladies and Gentlemen, do we have any physical evidence to submit?
OPS_Cailand says:
::stops in front of his quarters, motioning to the door:: CEO: Your quarters, Commander.
Host Cmdr_Hangman says:
@::glances towards the lead admiral::
EO_Chapu says:
Tolar: Alright.  Call me if you need help.
Capt_Lafinstahk says:
@ ::almost opens mouth::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: I would NEVER ask you to do that - you love your position too much for that - I will be the one that asks for a transfer if that is the only way.
XO_Eden says:
FCO: Well Lt. Fa, looks like pilots are taking over the Geneva.  ::Grins::
Lelani says:
@::Turns to Capt. L::
Capt_Lafinstahk says:
@ Hawke: Admiral, we do.
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::notes more of this in his PADD::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Walks into his new quarters:: OPS: Thank you. Bigger then my last few. ::Puts his bags down on the floor and heads back out:: OPS: That will be all for now Lieutenant since I am heading to main engineering.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: For I know my feelings of letting the captain down or I should say failing my Captain to be just a matter of view point. I see in you one fine tactical officer.
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@Hawke: Admiral, we have three dead crewmen. That is the evidence.
EO_Chapu says:
:: goes to John Filnar in the Upper Engineering, back section ::
CNS_Bauer says:
@Hawke: I am certain Dr. Tunik has all the evidence as to the neurotoxin in the Captain's system.
OPS_Cailand says:
::curtly nods, then retraces her steps to the TL::
FCO_Fa says:
::grins over at the XO:: XO: Well, if it ain't for us, you'll be stranded in the middle of no where.  ::pauses:: Literally.  ::finishes her diagnostics at engineering console::
Admiral_Silek says:
@ ::raises eyebrow::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Walks down a hall into another TL:: TL: Main Engineering please!
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::looks at the CNS, then at Hawke::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius:  Thank you, sir - but I still hope we can both remain in our positions as I know I will not let my feelings for you get in the way of my position here on the Geneva.
CIV_Taal says:
@::listening to questioning::
EO_Chapu says:
Filnar:  Filnar, everything alright back here?
OPS_Cailand says:
::since she is alone in the TL, she sighs and leans against the TL wall and closes her eyes, arms crossed::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: I see the potential for you to go and safe an XO when things get hot while I have failed. But either way I too can't let you give yup your carrier either but lets wait and see what the counselor has to say before we make any plans.
CSO_Shras says:
@:: really thinks the Captain is screwed, not because he did wrong but because of everyone’s attitude at the board and around ::
Host Adm_Hawke says:
@Judge: Your objection is noted, counselor, but I'll allow the information to be included.....  Remember, this is not a trial, but a Board of Inquiry... what we want here is to get all the necessary information
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: I too hope that we can both maintain our positions.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Walks off of the TL and into main engineering:: All: I'm Lt. Commander Timothy Stricker your new CEO.I am looking for Lieutenant Chapu'
Admiral_Silek says:
@ ::nods in agreement with Admiral Hawke::
EO_Chapu says:
<Filnar> :: turns around, quickly, a little frighten :: EO: Sir?!?!
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: I am willing to see what the counselor has to say also.
OPS_Cailand says:
::takes a moment, then steps out onto the bridge, quietly retaking her console.....::
Host Cmdr_Hangman says:
@::nods in agreement with Admiral Hawke and Silek:
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@::sits down and makes a note::
CNS_Bauer says:
@Lelani: the Captain saw me as a Klingon and hurt me while I was restraining him, Frank Tucker did not hurt me it was the poison in his body.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Now that is said and done would you like to see my home town?
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::makes more notes in his PADD, while also looking at the medical records of the Captain after his psychotic episode::
XO_Eden says:
FCO: Yeah, good thing for pilots.  ::Flips open the command console::
Host CO_Tucker says:
@:: Is visibly taken aback by the descriptions of what happened::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: I would love to see your home town, Wolfgar.
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@All: I would like to call Dr. Tunik to the stand.
EO_Chapu says:
:: hears the CEO calling for him; starts moving  toward the edge of the stage ::
FCO_Fa says:
XO: Would you like me to do a diagnostic on you controls as well?  Might as well.. I've been doing them all.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Sir, you called for me.
Host Cmdr_Hangman says:
@CNS: Counselor, and what about hurting you because you were a Klingon... was this a somehow drug induced state of paranoia, or the Captain's own bigoted nature?
Admiral_Silek says:
@ ::frowns and wonders how the CNS knew what the Captain was thinking::
OPS_Cailand says:
::tries to think of something she can occupy herself with..... hmm...::
TO_Usimov says:
::smiles at Wolfgar::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Yes Lieutenant, I am Lieutenant Commander Stricker the new CEO. It is nice to meet you. ::Extends hand::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ Judge: You are incapable of calling me to the stand until the Counselor has been called off.
EO_Chapu says:
:: gets to the lift ::
XO_Eden says:
FCO: Sure.  Thanks.  ::Pauses:: A bit bored Lieutenant?
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Hmm how rude not to thank me and tell me I can go::
OPS_Cailand says:
::winces, realizing that is something she should've been doing. She leans back in her chair, a quiet sigh escaping her mouth::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Good unfortunately after the war it was destroyed but Holodecks are great for reproduction of such places. ::Gets up and heads for the door and waves Katerina threw first and then follows::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Same here, sir.  :: shakes the CEO's hand ::
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@::glares at the CMO:: CMO: You are out of line!
Host Cmdr_Hangman says:
@::coughs:: CNS: Counselor, I'd like you to respond to my question before we dismiss you from the stand.
TO_Usimov says:
::walks through the door of Wolfgar's office::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Returns her smile:: TO_Usimov: We have a date with Holodeck two.
CMO_Tunik says:
@ Judge: As are your emotions Commander. ::turns to observe the Counselor::
FCO_Fa says:
XO: Well, ma'am, as a flight control officer yourself, you know there are 3 things we hate the most.  Standard orbit around a planet, auto-navigation, and ...  ::sighs:: Being docked on a space station.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: hmmm...a date...sounds good.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: So, Lieutenant, I was wondering if you would give me a run down on the ship engines or a brief report on what you have been doing for the last week despite the obvious with your Captain?
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Welcome to the Geneva 's Engineering Section.  I am just reviewing some reports with some of my Engineers . . . I mean our Engineers.
CNS_Bauer says:
@HANGMAN: What was the question?
Host Cmdr_Hangman says:
@::frowns at the Counselor:: CNS: Thank you for your testimony, Counselor... you're dismissed.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: I know it will take some getting used to Mister Chapu' but in time we will work on these engines so much it wont matter who's they are.
XO_Eden says:
FCO: You don't have to be flight control to hate this.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: It was a lovely place up in the mountains. There is a place I go to meditate on a hill side that over looks the town. That is where we start.
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@CMO: Take the stand doctor.
FCO_Fa says:
::chuckles and moves over to the command consoles and runs her diagnostic tools over it::
XO_Eden says:
::Looks to both bored Lieutenants on the bridge:: OPS/FCO: This will be over soon... hopefully.
Lelani says:
@::Shakes her head, praying that the CMO will prove to be a good witness::
OPS_Cailand says:
::can't help herself and brings up Joanie's record for the billionth time, looking over it and beginning to miss her even more.... she doesn't even hear the XO::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Reaches Holodeck two and tells the computer to run program Home Town::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Is more than glad to go sit down... touches Captain Tuckers shoulder as he passes him::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::stands from chair, nods to the CNS, then proceeds to the chair, takes a seat::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: After you. ::Waves her threw the doors::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Yes, sir.  That is understood.  Well, sir, what would you like to know about the staff or our equipment?
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@CMO: Now doctor, you have known Captain Tucker for some time?
XO_Eden says:
::Notices a far away look in Lt. Cailand's eyes:: OPS: Um, Lieutenant?  Everything all right?
CMO_Tunik says:
@ Judge: I have known Captain Tucker for 9.3 months.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: I am sorry we will have to put this one hold - it seems we are wanted down in court:
FCO_Fa says:
::looks at her tool with a serious look on her face and um hums like a doctor::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Sits down wishing he knew if he helped or hurt his Captain::
OPS_Cailand says:
::memories of Joanie laughing begin running through her mind, but she is startled when the XO calls to her:: XO: Ma'am?
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@CMO: And does he seem to be the kind of man that would let some strange woman kiss him?
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: I read the staff roster, may I say that I am very impressed with the service record amongst the crew here in Engineering. I would like you to compile a report for me of all repairs and diagnostic throughout the week please Lieutenant.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Agreed there is always another time
Lelani says:
@::Passes a PADD with a few flaws in the Prosecution's argument to Capt. L::
TO_Usimov says:
::on way to TL to join others in court::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ Judge: I have not been aware of the Captain's personal life. However, he has proven himself to be a presumptuous individual.
XO_Eden says:
OPS: You don't seem completely here... well, not that you need to be.  ::Looks around the bridge:: Is something on your mind?
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: I am so sorry, but duty calls
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Yes, sir.  I will get that as soon as I finish with the reports I have to complete.
TO_Usimov says:
::entering courtroom::
Host Cmdr_Hangman says:
@::listens to Tunik's testimony::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Follows Katerina:: TO_Usimov: Duty usually calls at the wrong time.
Host CO_Tucker says:
@::Still sitting quietly::
CIV_Taal says:
@::listens to doctor::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius:  That is for sure...
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@CMO: Assuming the medical facts are true, why would such a man as the Captain allow his command to be put in jeopardy?
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: While you are doing that, I'm going to pop in and see the dorsal emitter in Jefferies tube.... I am sorry, do you know which of the Jefferies tube number the dorsal emitter is located in?
FCO_Fa says:
::looks between the XO and the OPS:: XO/OPS: Perhaps I should go...
OPS_Cailand says:
::swallows hard, controlling herself and clicking Joanie's profile off without looking down at it:: XO: I apologize for not paying full attention to my duties... Commander... I.. ::doesn't quite finish::
EO_Chapu says:
:: Moves into a relaxed position in front of the CEO ::
TO_Usimov says:
::takes seat as she knows she will be called to answer questions::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Agreed. ::Finds a seat in the back to watch and to provide moral support::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Really didn't hear some questions ..... It sure is loud in here...... longs for a beach::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ Judge: The Captain is a human male. It is a known fact that they have sexual needs they must satisfy, or they will act far more illogically than usual.
Host Adm_Hawke says:
@::passes notes to the other two members of the BOI asking if they'd heard enough testimony::
OPS_Cailand says:
::tries to find words, but doesn't... or can't... something like that..... Her pulse begins to speed up a bit as she sits there, not saying anything... subconsciously, she runs a hand through her hair::
XO_Eden says:
FCO: No, no, you don't need to go...
Admiral_Silek says:
@ ::turns to Hawke and nods::
Host Cmdr_Hangman says:
@::thinks those are some very curious 'facts' to get from a Vulcan::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: I believe that . . . is . . . Section 14-Gamma, sir.
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@CMO: To your knowledge, did anyone see this woman with the Captain before the death of the crewmen or the attack on Commander Eden?
Host Cmdr_Hangman says:
@::nods at Hawke:: Judge: Commander Judge, if I may interrupt....
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@Hangman: Of course Cmdr.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
@::Thinks over what has happened in the last couple of weeks and feels that for all that has happened, he is actually happier now then before::
FCO_Fa says:
::nods slightly and turns her attention over the OPS::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Sees Kat enter and sit::
CEO_Stricker says:
CEO: I read a paper last week. I can make it so that our dorsal emitter gets 5% more efficiency per cycle. All I also need you to do is get me a Technician please. Ok, 14 Gamma.... thank you.
Host Cmdr_Hangman says:
@CMO: Doctor Tunik, have you provided this inquiry with all the medical reports you recorded detailing these incidents?
Host Adm_Hawke says:
@All: Counselors, please approach the board...
CMO_Tunik says:
@ Judge: I witness the Captain and Lola kissing in the Lounge of the Starbase prior to our returning to the mission.
TO_Usimov says:
::looks toward Zach and nods::
OPS_Cailand says:
::feels both eyes on her and her eye twitches as she attempts to blend into the background::
Lelani says:
@::Approaches::
XO_Eden says:
OPS: It's okay Raine, you don't have to talk if you don't want to... You can take some time off if you wish?
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@::steps to the bench::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ Hangman: I provided such data when I first entered this room.
Host Cmdr_Hangman says:
@CMO: Then thank you, Doctor. You may also step down. Thank you for your testimony. ::turns to the approaching counselors::
Capt_Lafinstahk says:
@ ::steps up::
Host Adm_Hawke says:
@Counselors: Counselors, do you think we can sum this up in the next ten minutes?
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Smiles at Kat::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::nods to the Hangman before standing, and  proceeding to chair::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Sir, I believe that Ensign Johnson is someone you would like to take with you.
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@Hangman: I hope so sir.
Capt_Lafinstahk says:
@ Hawke: I imagine so. The Honors have the medical data on the neurotoxin, and its effects?
Lelani says:
@Cmdr: Yes sir. My co-counsel would like to cross-examine the CMO though.
OPS_Cailand says:
::lowers her head slightly to avoid making eye contact:: XO: I'd prefer not to be relieved Commander.... it would only.... make... cause more difficulty for me.
Host Adm_Hawke says:
@Counselors: Then please step back and present your final statements
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Thank you Lieutenant... ::Walks away and then turns back toward the EO:: EO: I'm glad I have a Medal of Valor winner on my staff. Impressive and thank very much!
Capt_Lafinstahk says:
@ ::nods, returns to the desk::
Host Cmdr_Hangman says:
@::leans back in his chair and prepares for the closing arguments::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
@::Begins to think the future is not as dark as it was before. That it is actually quite bright::
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@:;steps back and picks up a PADD::
Admiral_Silek says:
@ ::listens to the final statements::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Aye, sir.  Thank YOU, sir.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Nods at the EO and walk away getting Ens. Johnson as they head for the Jefferies tube::
TO_Usimov says:
@::thinking about Wolfgar and hoping that all will work out for the best as he is wonderful::
XO_Eden says:
::Shoots a concerned look at OPS:: OPS: Well... Counselor Bauer is a great listener.  He'll listen to anything.  ::Hopes she got the hint::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::looks at the CNS:: CNS: Did you find my testimony adequate?
Host CO_Tucker says:
@::Awaits the final statements and the Boards decision::
OPS_Cailand says:
::glowers a bit and turns back to her console::
EO_Chapu says:
:: turns around and heads back to Filnar ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Thinks whoa final statements already..... This is like the trial part in Alice in Wonderland, with Ms. Judge as the Queen of Hearts::
Host Adm_Hawke says:
ACTION: MORE TESTIMONY IS OFFERED ALONG WITH PHYSICAL EVIDENSE.. THE CLOSING STATEMENTS ARE MADE BY BOTH SIDES......
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@All: Distinguished board, the evidence is clear. We have three dead crewmen, an attack on Commander Eden, and a Captain who is clearly not in his right mind. The pressures of the job have taken a toll on Captain Tucker's mental health.
CEO_Stricker says:
::As they get into the Jeffries tube they start to repair the emitter::
EO_Chapu says:
Filnar: How are things going with the repairs, Filnar?
OPS_Cailand says:
XO: Commander, I have a degree in psychology.... I will recover adequately.... ::can't help the slight quiver in her voice, but she hopes she can focus enough to not be relieved for not paying enough attention to her duties::
EO_Chapu says:
<Filnar> EO: Sir, everything is coming fine.
XO_Eden says:
OPS: The term "Physician, heal thyself."  Shouldn't always be taken literally Lieutenant. ::Smiles reassuringly::
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@All: Therefore the prosecution feels that although Captain Tucker was under the influence of drugs, the pressures have exacted a toll. We request that he be removed as Captain of the Geneva and reassigned to a desk job at SFH.
Host Adm_Hawke says:
@Adm_Silek/Cmdr_Hangman: Gentlemen.... your decisions here... do we need to convene a general court-martial on Capt. Tucker here or what?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Butt is getting sore sitting this long.... no wonder these JAG folk are cranky.
OPS_Cailand says:
::winces again at the words::
EO_Chapu says:
Filnar: You can finish the repairs by the end of your shift?
Capt_Lafinstahk says:
@ All: The prosecution has no case, ladies and gentlemen. Only an argument that the Captain was not in his right mind at the time of the incident. Three dead crewmen is not in dispute here. What is important is that Captain Tucker was not at all himself, and of sound mind, at the time of the incident.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Is working with Ens. Johnson on the emitters trying to get them up to 5% per cycle::
Capt_Lafinstahk says:
@ ::mutters something about the Admirals giving the defense a chance::
Host Cmdr_Hangman says:
@::nods, pleased that they aren't asking for any prison time::
EO_Chapu says:
<Filnar> EO: I believe so, Lt.
TO_Usimov says:
::thinking she could be on the Holodeck with Wolfgar instead of down here just listening to all this::
Admiral_Silek says:
@ ::looks to Hangman and Hawke: Hawke: I agree with Commander Judge's assessment.
Capt_Lafinstahk says:
@ All: Expert medical evidence has been presented proving that the neurotoxin in Captain Tucker's system, at the time, creates hallucinogenic effects.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Finished the modification and heads out of the Jefferies tube, back to main Engineering:: EO: Take a look at this Lieutenant. The newest emitter modification ::Hands the EO a PADD::
Host Cmdr_Hangman says:
@Hawke: I do not believe a general court-martial is warranted Admiral, although Commander Judge makes a compelling case the facts do not support that Captain Tucker has suffered any long term damage. He should be reinstated to his position with a suitable reprimand entered in his file.
EO_Chapu says:
Filnar: If you can't finish something like this, then I have to make a formal reprimand and have it placed on your record.  You know what that means.
Capt_Lafinstahk says:
@ All: Captain Tucker cannot be held liable for what is physically, and chemically, impossible... To control himself under the influence of a toxic chemical.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
@::Looks over at Katerina and smiles in spite of the severity of the situation::
EO_Chapu says:
<Filnar> EO: Yes, sir.
EO_Chapu says:
:: turns to the CEO ::
CIV_Taal says:
@::his nose itches, but continues to stand guard::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Sir?
OPS_Cailand says:
::with a slight quiver still in her voice, and quietly:: XO: I have lost people before, Commander....I shall recover.
TO_Usimov says:
@::sees Wolfgar looking at her and smiling so she nods to him and smiles back::
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@All: Gentlemen, clearly Captain Tucker needs time to recuperate from his ordeal. He must be removed as Commanding officer of the Geneva.
Host Cmdr_Hangman says:
@::sees that he and Admiral Silek are split, so it falls to Hawke::
Host Adm_Hawke says:
@CO: Capt. Tucker, please rise........  I think the BOI has come to a consensus based on what testimony and evidence we've heard and been shown
Host CO_Tucker says:
@::Rises::
Lelani says:
@::Crosses fingers::
CSO_Shras says:
@:: rises to hear the decision ::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::whispers:: CNS: It is clear our testimony has had an impact on his case.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: This PADD has my specification of the dorsal emitter. I want you to take a look at it and tell me what you think. As my second in command you need to know what is going on Lieutenant
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Can’t wait to stand and fix the wedgy he has gotten sitting here all this time::
Host Cmdr_Hangman says:
@Cmdr Judge: Stand easy, Commander Judge... ::warningly::
EO_Chapu says:
:: takes the PADD and reads over the content ::
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@::nods to Hangman::
XO_Eden says:
::Thinks, "So that's what this is all about":: OPS: I hope so Raine, for your sake...
OPS_Cailand says:
::narrows her eyes at the Commander, not sure what to make of her last statement::
Host Adm_Hawke says:
@All: I do not believe we have enough here to convene a General Court Martial of Captain Frank Tucker, but.... clearly, the Captain is responsible for the actions that occurred, even if not in control…. he is still responsible..... Therefore, Capt. Tucker, effective immediately, you are hereby relieved of duty as commander of the USS Geneva.....
CNS_Bauer says:
@ALL: NOOOOOO!
Host Cmdr_Hangman says:
@::is somewhat startled by Hawke's decision::
Host Adm_Hawke says:
@All: Capt. Tucker, you are to report to Starfleet Headquarters immediately upon the closure of this Board of  Inquiry… for reassignment
CSO_Shras says:
@:: Can't believe what he heard ::
Capt_Lafinstahk says:
@ ::face reddens to a deep red... immediately grabs a PADD and begins tapping an appeal::
Cmdr_Melanie_Judge_ says:
@::smiles:: Self: Wise Admiral.
Lelani says:
@::Gaps::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Sir, the power converter from Beta-53 to Zeta-196 must be boosted to 112% to get this all correct.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
@::Sit up taller in his seat and turns a bit pale::
CIV_Taal says:
@::mutters to himself:: CIV: Fascinating...
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::looks at the CNS, is surprised however by the statement::
Lelani says:
@::Whispers:: Capt: I'll be happy to work with you on the appeal....
CNS_Bauer says:
@HAWKE: This is so wrong Sir, this trail was a joke.
Host CO_Tucker says:
@::Can't believe what he is hearing::
TO_Usimov says:
::looks to Wolfgar to see his expression::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: No, that is the beauty of it. Do you see how I changed the power exertion four permanents per meter?
Host Adm_Hawke says:
@*XO*: Admiral Hawke to Commander Eden, Commander, as a result of this Board of Inquiry, you are hereby appointed as acting commander of the USS Geneva.... and effectively promoted to Captain of said starship, effective immediately........ The appropriate paperwork will follow prior to your departure. You are to return to Starbase 245 from Starbase 12 by way of Starfleet Headquarters on Earth, where Captain Tucker will be reassigned.
Capt_Lafinstahk says:
@ ::looks at Judge, mouths threateningly "ramrod"::
Host Adm_Hawke says:
@All: This BOI is hereby adjourned.....
Host Cmdr_Hangman says:
@::bangs his gavel:: All: Silence... we will have silence, or I will clear this court room.
CNS_Bauer says:
@ALL: You all don’t know all that happened you're more concerned with getting to your suppers or something. This is a great man. You have screwed up big time.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
@::Curses under his breath his illness that came over him at the time of the Captains own illness::
Host Adm_Hawke says:
=/\==/\==/\=END MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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